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FIA EUROPEAN AUTOCROSS CHAMPIONSHIP 
FIA EUROPEAN CROSS CAR CHAMPIONSHIP 

FIA CROSS CAR ACADEMY TROPHY 
MORKUS MORAVA AUTOCROSS 

PŘEROV (CZE) – 20th of August to 22nd of August 2021 
 

 
Information for drivers 

 
 
1. On the administrative checking each competitor will get 1 for driver and 3 free entry tickets for 
mechanics and escort. For every other member of the team an entry fee of 400 CZK (16€) will be 
collected at the administrative checking. Please drivers about payment in CZK. 
 
2. Each driver is responsible for watching of Official Notice Board and also for coming to the pre-
start area in time, the broadcast calling is only as an addend information.   
 
3. Only 1 member of each team (visibly marked by label of PRE-START mechanic) is allowed to 
come to PRE-START area, after calling from organiser all persons have to go to place for 
mechanic and after finish his round have to leave this PRE-START area. 
 
4. Paddock will be closed everyday form 10pm to 8am. 
 
5. The schedule of the Official Timed Practices will be posted on the Official notice board.  
 
6. Jump Start: There is a monitoring system on race-tower and a marshal to register false start. 
Starting procedure: After comparing cars on the grid, begins by showing the panel of five seconds. 
The start will be lit green light. 
 
7. In case of Jump Start, continue around the circuit and follow the instructions of marshals and 
organiser.  
 
8. After the finish of each heat go to the paddock (turn right after Marshal’s Post no.1). After finish 
of Final go to the Parc Fermé (turn right after Marshal’s Post no.1 and follow the instructions of 
organiser).  
 
9. Price giving ceremony will start immediately after each Final. 
 
10. All competitors and their teams have to take care about protection of Environment in all areas 
of the event.  
 
11. It’s forbidden to use any other transport vehicles (scooters, quads, motorbikes etc) in all areas 
of the event, violation of the prohibition is punishable by a fine 15000 CZK (560€). Prerov City 
Police and Police of Czech Republic are monitoring compliance this prohibition. Exceptions are 
permitted only by the clerk of the course. 
 
12. It is forbidden to make open-fire in all areas of the event.  
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13. Cleaning of the tires is prohibited on the starting grid. Breaking this rule will be punished. For 
cleaning of the tires, driver has to use the area between the pre-start area and starting grid which 
is marked by tape. 
 
14. In case a driver is given a black or back and white flag, his number will appear on the lighting 
board located underneath the laps board on the left side of the finish area. 
 
15. Please accordance the rules about COVID-19. 
 
16. Drivers` Liaison Officer: 
 

   
     Jan Petr    
     Mobile phone:    
     +420 606 855 705 
     +420 702 818 771 
 

Languages: English, Russian, German, Czech 
 

                
 
For the whole team of AUTO KLUB PREROV-mesto in ACCR I wish you a successful racing 
weekend and do not forget to compete in the spirit of fair-play! 
 
I would also like to thank all the partners and sponsors who have been involved in this motoring 
experience. 

 
 

Jakub Vymazal 
President of AUTO KLUB PREROV-mesto v ACCR 
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THE INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION IN CROSS 

ARENA PREROV 
 
1. The competitors and their teams are responsible for the production and the manipulation 

with hazardous waste. 
 
2. It’s necessary to use a tin bathsor an impermeable canvas under the racing cars in the 

paddock at the expense of the competitors or their teams. 
 
3. The organizer set up a space for storing hazardous waste in the paddock. This space is 

designated as ECO POINT andthe access to it is marked in the map of the paddock, which 
is located on the official scoreboard.  

 
4. On the ECO POINT stand there are placed collection containers for hazardous waste: 

- Plastic waste –waste code 150102 –this collection vessel is permitted to store 
empty plastic containers of petroleum and other hazardous substances (e.g. oil, brake 
fluid, grease, etc.). 

- Metal packaging – waste code 150104 – this collection vessel is permitted to store 
empty metal containers of petroleum and other hazardous substances (e.g. oil, brake 
fluid, grease, etc.). 

- Absorbents, filtering materials, wiping cloths and protective clothing 
contaminated by hazardous substances – waste code 150202 – the 
collectionvessel is allowed to store solid materials (e.g. apex, fibroil, sawdust, textile, 
paper – contaminated (drenched) by oil substances or other hazardous substances. 

- Oil filters – waste code 160107 – the collection vessel is allowed to store filtering 
materials with sorbate petroleum substances from the filtration process of engine oils 
with adhering solid particles that may contain other dangerous substances. 

- For each collection vessel there is an “identifying list of hazardous waste” where 
are specified procedures for dealing with thisspecific waste, localization of the crash, 
first aid, etc. 
 

5. In the paddock there is also a container for mixed municipal waste – waste code 
200301 – this collection vessel is allowed to store ordinary municipal waste. 

 
6. It’s prohibited to store another type of hazardous wastes than those which are specified 

in the article 4 and 5 of this document. 
 

7. In the whole area of CROSS ARENA PREROV it’s prohibited an unprofessional 
manipulation, saving and spilling of the petroleum products and chemical substances, that 
could damage the environment, e.g. petrol, diesel oil, grease, brake fluid, thinner, etc. 
These substances are an exclusive property of the competitors and their teams, who are 
completely responsible for them. 

 
8. In case of any kind of ecological accident, please, contact our President of 
AUTO KLUB PREROV-mesto v ACCR. His telephone number is +420 775 243 453.  

In Prerov 11. 08. 2021 Jakub Vymazal 

 President of AUTO KLUB PREROV-mesto v ACCR 
 


